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Abstract-A numberof importantmodels of informationprocessing depend on whetherprocessing is serial or parallel.
However,manyof the studiespurportingto settle the case use
weakexperimentalparadigmsor resultsto drawconclusions.A
briefhistoryof the issue is given along with examplesfrom the
literature.Thena numberof promisingmethodsare presented
from a varietyof sources with some discussionof theirpotential. A briefdiscussionof the topic withregardto overallissues
of model testing and applicationsconcludes the paper.

the world. It remainsa lively research topic today in diverse
areas of pure and appliedcognitive psychology. The longevity
of the topic is probablydue to its fundamentalimportancein
describinghow mentaloperationstake place.
As intimatedabove, this topic is also closely connectedwith
the issue of capacity;that is, to what extent mentalprocessing
of some type sufferswhen the numberof thingsto do mentally
or the difficultyof the cognitive operationsincreases. For instance, standardserialprocessingwith each successive subtask
taking the same average durationis of limited capacity with
respect to the overall total processingtime requiredfor an increasingnumberof subtasks.That is, the overall reactiontime
for all the subtasksincreases, the more tasks there are to do.
However,the same serialprocessingis of unlimitedcapacityon
individualitems in the sense that the average item processing
durationper item is constantregardlessof the total numberof
items to be done. Parallelprocessing can be either limitedor
unlimitedcapacityon eitherthe individualitem or on the whole
set, the differencedependingon the type of parallelsystem in
l
question(e.g., Townsend, 1974a,Townsend& Ashby, 1983).
This paper will advocate the view that contemporaryresearchon the parallel-serialquestionoften uses methodologyor
logic that was shown to be faulty or at least precarioustwenty
or moreyearsago. Also, it is arguedthatfew investigationstake
advantageof more powerfultechniques of testing the dichotomy that have been developed since 1968. Several pertinent
examples will be given from the literaturein perceptionand
cognition. In the following section, a number of promising
methodsthat can be mathematicallydemonstratedto separate
large classes of parallelvs. serial models will be collatedfrom
the literatureand explained.

Somewhat informally,serial processing means strictly sequential,withoutoverlapof the successive processingtimes on
objectsor distinctsubsystems.In a standardtype of serialsystem, each object takes the same average amount of time to
process and the next object begins processingonly when the
previousone is completed.On the otherhand,parallelprocessing signifiessimultaneousprocessingon severalobjectsor subsystems at the same time, althoughprocessingmay finish on
differentobjects at differenttimes. In eithertype of operation,
both individualand overall processingtimes may be random.
That is, the durationsrequiredfor processingan item or performingan operationmay vary fromtrialto trial.This paperis
abouttesting parallelismvs. seriality.
The question as to whetherand when people can perform
perceptualor mental operationsin parallelbegan to receive
experimentaltreatmentin the late 19th century, althoughnot
underthese names. It was a naturalquestionfor the emerging
disciplineof psychologybecause it is inherentlyrelatedto the
capacityof mind and how that capacityis allocatedto sundry
cognitive and perceptualendeavors. PerhapsHamilton(1859)
was the first to attemptan empirical,if hardlyexperimental,
answerto the question. One of his techniqueswas to toss sevHISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
eral dice on his desk and try to assess "instantaneously"the
numberof dots showing.The intentwas to determinethe numA very brief, limitedsurveyof the recenthistoryof the issue
ber of objects that could be apprehendedsimultaneously(i.e.,
in parallel)by humanconsciousness. This interestreappeared
1. We are presentlyconcerned strictly with models that may be
in variousguises in the emergingpsychologicallaboratoriesof referredto as traditionalserialor parallelmodels. Introductionsto cerCorrespondenceand offprintrequeststo: JamesT. Townsend,Departmentof Psychology,IndianaUniversity,Bloomington,IN 47405.
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tain other types of models may be found in Meyer, Irwin, Osman&
Kounios(1988)and Ratcliff(1988)along with many references.More
technicalinformationon the traditionaland some of the more recent
modelscan be found in Luce (1986)and Townsend& Ashby (1983).
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may help place the situation in perspective. It seems likely that
the late 20th century revival of the serial vs. parallel issues was
'
connected with the 'bottleneck" conception of human information processing (e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Treisman, 1969).
Theoretical emphasis on seriality of item processing in both
perception and short-term memory search increased during the
early 1960s with the establishment of the information processing paradigm and, in particular, with the investigations of Sperling (1960, 1963), Estes and Taylor (1964, 1966), and the later
treatise by Neisser (1967).
In a crucial paper, Sternberg (1966) persuasively interpreted
short-term memory search reaction time data in terms of serial
search and disconfirmed a significant class of parallel models.2
The crux of Sternberg's demonstration was a strikingly linear
function relating reaction time to the number of items to be
searched. His work was instrumental in firmly wedding the concept of increasing straight line set size functions, to seriality of
processing in the minds of cognitive scientists. In contradistinction, parallel processing has, then and now, often been supposed to imply that reaction time remains constant as the mental load is increased.
Many writers still implicitly assume that parallelism does
imply constancy of both reaction times and accuracy, as more
contemporary references below will show. However, as recognized by Egeth (1966) in an early study of serial vs. parallel
processing of featural dimensions, even unlimited capacity parallel processors can yield increasing mean reaction time function in a natural way. By "unlimited capacity" here, is meant
that the average time to process a single item does not vary with
the total number of items undergoing simultaneous (parallel)
processing. If the individual processing times vary from trial to
trial, as we expect with humans, such unlimited capacity parallel models typically predict that the mean overall completion
time on a set of items will increase as a function of the set size
(see Egeth, 1966; Townsend, 1974a, or Townsend & Ashby,
1983).
An important aspect of such parallel processing is that all
mean set size functions associated with this type of processing
are predicted to be negatively accelerated (Townsend & Ashby,
1983, pp. 92-93). Sternberg (1966) took the disparity between
the fastest increasing parallel predictions and his observed linear functions to rule out parallel processing. However, it was
apparently not widely appreciated at the time that this demonstration did not rule out the vast class of limited capacity parallel models.
Soon thereafter, however, a number of authors began to
notice the potential of limited capacity parallel processes to
mimic the straight line predictions of standard serial models.

Some of these models seemed unrealistic in that each subtask
was processed deterministically, with zero time variance (e.g.,
Corcoran, 1971). Murdock (1971) proposed a parallel model for
search experiments. Atkinson, Holmgren and Juola (1969) offered a more natural nondeterministic model that mimicked serial processing and the present author showed that each type of
model could mimic the set size function of the other
(Townsend, 1971a, 1972). Townsend (1976) and Vorberg (1977)
developed theorems exhibiting equivalence among wide classes
of parallel and serial models.
Following the early 1970s there was a hiatus in empirical
tests of parallel vs. serial processing, possibly due, to some
extent, to the ability of parallel and serial models to mimic one
another in the common experimental paradigms.
Nevertheless, the issue has refused to fade away. The case
may be put forth that how subtasks are worked on is an integral
description of any real-time model and that other interesting
questions also hinge on the temporal nature of the processing.
Townsend and Ashby (1983) reviewed the parallel-serial controversy and presented a number of fundamental ways in which
serial and parallel processing differ. The phenomenon of linear
increasing reaction time curves is no longer considered a fundamental parallel-serial distinction because it simply indicates
first and foremost, a limitation in capacity. That limitation may
be due to seriality, limited capacity parallel, or even hybrid
processing mechanisms. On the other hand, under certain conditions flat reaction time curves and sometimes even negatively
accelerated curves can be strong indicants that processing is
parallel (Egeth, Jonides & Wall, 1972; Townsend & Ashby,
1983, pp. 76-98). This state of affairs leads to an asymmetry in
strength of inference that has been accorded insufficient attention in the literature.
The empirical side of the parallel-serial issue never entirely
disappeared and, over the past few years, studies purporting to
bear on it have again burgeoned. Unfortunately, their theoretical underpinnings have often been less than desirable. There
seems to have been something of a regression to the reflex
response, "linear increasing reaction time functions imply serial processing."
Some of the more frequent defenses of this strategy are to
take brief note of the dilemma and then: (a) Claim parsimony or
plausibility as did Schneider and Shiffrin (1977), Treisman
(1982), and Treisman, Sykes and Gelade (1977); (b) Argue that
they have acquired much data and provided a comprehensive
theory, which nullifies the hazard (e.g., Treisman & Gormican,
1988); or (c) Allude to the issue in a somewhat oblique fashion
a slow, possibly serial, item-by-item compari(e.g., "...
son ...", Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977, p. 477). Parsimony is
unfortunately difficult to measure and while a useful concept, is
often found in the eye of the theorist and therefore should be
employed with caution. Converging evidence and an overall
2. In the interest of space and because of the popularity of the theory are to be universally applauded as an approach. Howreaction time argument, we will concentrate on that dimension in of- ever, the
parallel-serial dilemma has, in this author's opinion
fering a historical perspective. However, much of the rationale imme- received inadequate resolution in several of the efforts at comdiately pertains to the claim that certain types of accuracy curves in the
prehensive theory, particularly considering the importance the
context of load or degraded display paradigms imply serial processing
issue bears for the data interpretations in many of the relevant
Townsend
(1981)
(e.g., Sagi & Julesz, 1987; Sperling, 1963, 1967).
showed how typical first order accuracy results in whole-report perfor- studies. The oblique approach, while innocuous to experts, may
mance can be predicted by either serial or parallel models. Certain seem perplexing to readers who are not already steeped in the
parallel-serial debate.
promising methods based on accuracy will appear later in the paper.
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In followingup on the parsimonyresponse,it may be debatable as to whether the serial explanationis always the more
parsimoniousfor increasingreaction time functions, particularly when unaccompaniedby converging operations. Thus,
when processingbecomes closer to unlimitedcapacityparallel
processing(e.g., Schneider& Shiffrin,1977;Egeth, Jonides&
Wall, 1972)throughpractice,for instance, it seems to this authormoreparsimoniousthatthe shiftbe froma limitedcapacity
parallelprocessor than from a serial mechanism.The former
resides within the same qualitativetype of system, unlike the
latter. An opposing view and detailed model are put forth by
Schneiderand Detweiler(1987).
Aside fromthe specific criticismsmentionedabove, what is
wrongwith a "serialby convention"strategyfroma moreglobal point of view? If we cannottell the differenceanyway, why
shouldn'twe simply call processing "serial"? One rebuttalis
that if the issue is importantenoughto reporton, or if it bears
criticalimplicationsfor the interpretationof one's data, then it
is importantenoughto test in its own right.And the test should
optimallyoffer some hope of discriminatingbroadclasses of the
opposing concepts. Linear set size functions do not perform
that function,but newer techniquesexist that do.
Anotherproblemwith the "convention"approachis thatan
uncontestedconventiontends to ratherquicklyevolve into an
accepted fact. The "as if serial" becomes "the serial." This
approachalso may encourage succeeding generationsof researchersto continueto beg the questionor confuse the issue
with the capacitylimits problem.
There are now, as noted above, experimental strategies
based on mathematicaldemonstrationsavailableto help determine whetherprocessingis serial or parallel.Why not employ
them?The followingtext outlines some of the promisingtechniques for testing parallelismvs. seriality. They are brought
togetherfrom a numberof sources, some of them perhapsnot
readilyaccessible and some of them stated in rathertechnical
languageandmathematics.The lattermaybe one reasonfor the
apparentlag in assimilationof theoreticalresults.
Obviously,the details are beyond the scope of the present
discussion.The mainobject here is to aid the readerin identifying the tests that seem especially promisingand to provide
some intuitionabout their rationale.Certainmethodsand parallel-serialdistinctionsthat may lead to viable methodsin the
futurehad to be omitted.Townsendand Ashby (1983)provide
a more complete account, but not all extant methodsare covered there.
In closing this section, it shouldbe remarkedthat although
the above discussionhas been devoted primarilyto briefvisual
displayand short-termmemorysearch,the parallel-serialissue
arises in manycontexts. Indeed, it is sometimespresentin different guises.3 In constructionof almost any cognitive system

that dependson the real-timefunctioningof more thana single
subsystem, the question must be faced of whether the subsystemsor subprocessesare carriedout in parallel,seriallyor in
some hybridfashion.
METHODS OF TESTING SERIAL VS.
PARALLEL PROCESSING
First it should be acknowledgedthat as in all theory and
measurementin science, assumptionsmust be made; in other
words, thereis no free lunch. Moreover,the degreeandtype of
restrictionson the class of models covered by a paradigmwill
usually differ from those of other paradigms.That is a good
reason, along with the fact that no method is perfect, to use
morethanone methodto provideconvergingevidence. Most of
the known methods are based on reaction time but some are
based on accuracy. Undoubtedly,strong methods can be derived that involve reactiontime and accuracyconjointly.And,
the fact that a methodhas been most employedor studiedtheoreticallywith reactiontime does not rule out its viabilityin the
contextof accuracyor vice versa. Finally,certainmethodsmay
ultimatelyprove to be more appropriatefor certain cognitive
situationsor stimulusmaterialsthan others.
Methods Based on Reaction Time
The followinglist of methodsis not exhaustive,due to space
requirements but includes several of the most promising
techniques.4

/. TheMethod of Factorial Interactionswith
Selective Influence of CognitiveSubprocesses

This techniqueis based on a postulateof selective influence
by two or more experimentalfactors (see Ashby & Townsend,
1980;Steinberg, 1969).That is, it is assumedthat experimental
factors can be found that affect separatesubprocesses(stages,
subsystems,etc.). The investigatormeasuresthe meanreaction

anism clearly has overtones (sometimes explicit, sometimes not) of
parallelism(e.g., see Atkinson,Campbell,& Francis, 1976;Mandler&
Shebo, 1982;Sagi & Julesz, 1985a,b). Anotherareaof researchwhich
issue is thatof "automaticprocessing"(e.g.,
overlapsthe parallel-serial
Logan, 1978, 1985;Schneider& Shiffrin,1977).Althoughthe notions
arefarfromidentical,one way of implementingautomaticityis through
conversionto an unlimitedcapacity type of parallelprocessing(e.g.,
Schneider& Detweiler, 1987).
4. A nonparametricmethoddevelopedby Thomas(1969a,b) and a
test constructedby Ross andAnderson(1981),basedon a parallel-serial
distinctiondiscoveredby the author(Townsend,1976),hadto be omit3. One exampleis the debate, historicalin humanpsychology(e.g., ted fromthe presentreview. They may be somewhatmore difficultto
Hamilton, 1859;Hunter & Siegler, 1940;Kaufman,Lord, Reese, & implementand the backgroundrequiredfor their comprehensionis
Volkman,1949)and ongoingboth in humanand animalpsychology(in moretechnicalthanthe methodscoveredhere. Nevertheless,they may
the lattercase, see e.g., Capaldi& Miller,1988;Davis & Pdrusse,1988) prove importantin futureexperimentation.We also omit methodsof
concerningto what extent a quantityof thingscan be "subitized"vs. increasingthe load, such as the Steinbergmemoryscanningparadigm
"counted."The "counting"mechanismseems to bearimplicationsfor (Steraberg,1966)becauseit was discussedabove. Also as notedabove,
whata formalizedaccountmightcall seriality(see, e.g., Klahr& Wal- its primarystrengtharises when reaction time is flat ratherthan an
lace, 1973;Mandler& Shebo, 1982)similarly,the "subitizing"mech- increasingfunctionof load.
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time under all combinations of the various factor levels and then
looks for interactions or the lack thereof, the latter to be clarified further below.
A historical precursor of factorial methods was the method
of subtraction invented by Donders (1859). Donders assumed
that a mental task could be formulated to include or exclude a
particularcognitive subprocess. By measuring the reaction time
under both conditions, an estimate could be gained of the average processing time consumed by the designated cognitive
process. The method of subtraction is still useful despite its
strong assumptions (e.g., Ashby & Townsend, 1980; Gottsdanker & Schrag, 1985).
In the method of factorial interactions, however, an experimental factor need not add or delete a subprocess, it need
merely affect its processing time. A lack of interactions is referred to as additivity because the factors are affecting reaction
time in a separately additive fashion. That is, the effect of Factor X, say, is the same whatever the level of another factor,
Factor Y. Of course, it should be ascertained that both factors
are having a definite effect before assessing the presence of
interactions. That is, both factors should lead to significant
main effects. It is typical to employ analysis of variance in such
studies, to test for main effects and interactions.
The modern method of factorial interactions may be viewed
as a descendent of Steinberg's (1969) additive factor method,
just as Steinberg's method may be interpreted as a descendent
of Donders' method of subtraction. Our method differs from
Steinberg's in that we have proven that certain types of interactions imply distinct classes of mental architectures.5 The original method postulated that the subprocesses acted in a serial
fashion and concluded distinct subprocesses if the factors
showed additive effects. If the effect was interactive, then those
factors were taken as affecting the same subprocess. Thus, this
method could be employed only to confirm seriality together
with selective influence. Many studies found factorial additivity, although the statistical power in some of those is open to
question (e.g., Pachella, 1974; Pieters, 1983; Theios, 1973;
Townsend, 1984; these studies also provide general caveats
with regard to factorial methods).
The two major types of interactions are subadditivity and
superadditivity (e.g., Townsend, 1984). Subadditivity occurs
when the amount of prolongation caused by a given factorial
manipulation, say of Factor X, is less when Factor Y has already prolonged the reaction time. This is a negative type of
interaction. Superadditivity is just the opposite, a positive type
of interaction. That is, the increase in reaction time caused by
Factor X is larger under the condition where Factor Y has
already prolonged processing time.
Within our approach, it has been demonstrated that all independent parallel processes predict subadditivity when processing is exhaustive, that is when all subprocesses must be
completed before a response can take place (Townsend, 1974b;

5. Taylor (1976) promotesthe use of linear interactionsto draw
conclusionsabout the spatiotemporalnatureof processing.It can be
shown that ordinaryparallelprocesses do not obey the precepts requiredfor temporaloverlapin his scheme, but it may prove useful in
studyingso-called"contingentserialprocesses" (cf., Miller, 1988).
VOL. 1, NO. 1, JANUARY 1990

Townsend & Ashby, 1983, see especially pp. 373-375).6
Schweickert (1978) showed under more general conditions that
factors prolonging concurrent processes in stochastic PERT
networks would not be superadditive. We have also further
delineated exactly when serial models can be expected to predict additivity (Townsend, 1984). This work has been generalized to non-independent parallel and serial models (Schweickert
& Townsend, 1989; Townsend & Schweickert, 1985). Similar
methods apply to much more complex mental architectures
(Schweickert, 1978; Schweickert & Townsend, 1989; Townsend & Schweickert, 1985; Townsend & Schweickert, 1989).
Finally, it can be shown by similar techniques that if the first
subprocess to be finished initiates the next stage, then superadditivity is predicted by independent parallel processes
(Townsend & Nozawa, 1988).

//. TheParallel-SerialTester
Snodgrass (1972) instituted a pattern matching paradigm that
gave promise of being able to separate certain classes of parallel
and serial models. Townsend (1976) later developed a theory of
stochastic matching processes which delineated a number of
fundamental distinctions between parallel and serial operations.
Several of these were put together in such a way as to produce
the parallel-serial tester (PST), which can be viewed as a simplification of Snodgrass' original design, and which was shown
mathematically to distinguish all parallel vs. serial models based
on an important class of probability distributions.
Basically, the method consists of three experimental conditions. Each condition involves the perception of two patterns
(words, pictures, categories, etc.), which we refer to as A and
B. In condition CI, the subject must determine which of two
positions is occupied by pattern A. Response Rl is made if it is
in one of the positions and R2 is made if A is in the other
position. There are two types of trials, AB and BA. Condition
CII requires four trial types, AA, AB, BA, and BB. The subject
responds Rl only if both patterns are A and R2 otherwise. This
is a conjunction mode of processing. The final condition, CIII,
also uses the four pattern types of trials as in CII, but now the
response mode is disjunctive. That is, the subject responds Rl
if any of the patterns is A and otherwise responds R2. Thus, in
the latter case, R2 occurs only when the stimulus BB is presented. Note that these conditions can be blocked separately
or, with appropriate cues on each trial, intermixed within
blocks.
The theory assumes that processing is self-terminating; that
is the subject can cease processing when enough information
has been gained that a correct response can be made. It is also
assumed that errors are few and do not covary in an important
way with reaction time. It is subject to the possible criticism
that subjects may not process in the same (parallel or serial)
mode in the three conditions.
PST has been generalized to be distribution free (see
Townsend & Ashby, 1983, Chapter 13 for the exact mathemat6. Alternativelysubadditivitycould be associated with a Wheatstone Bridge (Schweickert & Townsend, 1989). Although theoretically possible, this seems less probablethan parallelismin the present
circumstances.
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ical specification).It has receivedsome experimentalprobingin
its moregeneral(Snodgrass& Townsend,1980)and in its more
specific form (Townsend& Snodgrass,1974).Withinthis limited experimentalarena, the results appearto depend on the
complexityof the matchingrequiredof the subject.Withmore
complexpatternsandprocessingrequirements,subjectsappear
to be forced to resort to serial processing (e.g., Snodgrass,
1972;Snodgrass& Townsend, 1980), whereas in the simpler
versionsof the paradigmand with elementarypatterns,thereis
a suggestionthat subjectscan operatein parallel(Townsend&
Snodgrass,1974).PST also seems to be a promisingcandidate
for extension to accuracybased experiments.
///. The Method of Redundant Targets
In this visual display search method, one type of trial contains no targets amongthe n items, and demandsone kind of
response,for instancea "no" response.The othertype of trial
presents one or more targets and requiresthe other type of
response,for examplea "yes" response(Egeth,Folk & Mullin,
1988; Wolford, Wessel & Estes, 1968). It is postulated that
processingis self-terminating,that is, processingcan be terminatedas soon as the first targetis located. But the natureof the
designpermitsassessmentof this postulate.Thereare two major classes of this paradigm.The firstformkeeps the perceptual
set size constant and varies the numberof targets among the
distractors(e.g., Wolford, Wessel & Estes, 1968).This form
does not generallydiscriminateparallelfrom serial processing
but can be used to test self-terminationversus exhaustiveprocessing and certainother issues. The second form or class of
this paradigmincludesa mixtureof all-targetand all-nontarget
displayswith the numberof items in the displayvaried.Thus,
the numberof targetsvariesperfectlywith displaysize here. As
the number of targets increases, all unlimitedcapacity and
manylimitedcapacityparallelmodelspredictthatreactiontime
will decrease(e.g., Snodgrass& Townsend,1980,pp. 335-337).
Contrarily,serialmodelspredictthat reactiontime will be constantacross the numberof targetspresent,becausethe average
time to process a single targetitem (rememberthat only one,
namelythe very first one on such trials has to be completed)
should not change with the total number of targets (e.g.,
Townsend & Ashby, 1983, pp. 80-92). A study by van der
Heijden(1975)contains both forms of the paradigmand concludes that the combineddata supporta limitedcapacity, selfterminating,parallelmodel. Caveats about applicationof the
methodareofferedby SnodgrassandTownsend(1980),van der
Heijden,La Heij and Boer (1983)and Egeth, Folk, and Mullin
(1988).
There have been a numberof applicationsof this strategy.
Overall, it seems fair to say that parallelprocessing is most
supported(see, e.g., the study and discussionby Egeth, Folk
and Mullin, 1988).If the redundancyleads to very substantial
gains in speed, then even ordinaryparallelmodels may not be
able to handlethe data (e.g., Miller, 1982).Miller(1982, 1986)
and Colonius(1986)discuss some probabilistictechniquesfor
dealingwith redundancygains.7
7. Thereis a more or less separateliteratureof experimentswhere
redundancyactuallyprolongsor has no effect on responsetimes (e.g.,
50

Methods Based On Accuracy
IV. Tests by Time Delimitation
Suppose a subject has n items, say 5, to be processed in
some varietyof cognitivetask. Considerthe situationwherein
one condition, a durationT, say 200 msec is allotted to the
subjectfor processingall 5 items. Here, if processingis serial,
only approximately40 msec can be consumedon each item. If
the mechanismis parallel,all items receive 200 msec of processing. In the other condition, there are n successive time
intervalsof lengthT, each intervalwith exactly one of the items
madeavailablefor processing.Thus, therewill be a total of 5 x
200 = 1000msec of exposurein the secondcondition,each item
receiving200 msec of presentation.If processingis serial,each
item gets 200 msec of work on it ratherthanthe 40 msec of the
first condition.If parallelismholds, each item continuesto receive 200 msec just as in the first condition.If accuracyis just
as good in the first conditionas the second, then parallelprocessing is supportedbecause serial processing should rightly
show a decrementdue to a severe reductionin availableprocessing time in the first condition. Conversely, if accuracy
shows a large decrement, then seriality is (somewhat more
weakly)supported.Eriksenand Spencer(1969)and Shiffrinand
Gardner(1972)employedthis techniqueand acquiredsupport
for parallelprocessing.
The authorand his colleagues (Townsend, 1981;Townsend
& Ashby, 1983,Chapter11;Townsend& Fial, 1968)developed
a naturalcounterpartto that paradigm,in which the first condition was identicalto the above, with T time units duration
availableon all the items simultaneously.In the second condition, n successive time intervals,each of durationTinare permittedfor processingeach item, and each item is allottedto a
single interval.Adaptingthe above example, each item would
be exposed for 40 msec in the second condition. If the serial
modelis the correctexplanation,there wouldbe 40 msec available under either condition so performanceshould be about
equalin the two cases. However, if processingis parallel,each
item acquiresmore time underthe first condition,200 msec as
opposedto 40 msec. Therefore,acuracyis expected to decline
fromthe firstto the second conditionunderparallelprocessing.
The experimentalresultswere also in favor of parallelprocessing in the applicationsof this technique(e.g., Townsend,1981).
An implicitassumptionin both strategiesis that serialprocessing is not disturbedby the sequentialpresentations.Although
these two methodsappearto be quite powerful,a few models
may be indiscriminabledue to parallel-serialmimicking.
V. The Second Response Paradigm
In some respects, serial models are more generalthan parallel, especially within the province of reactiontime modeling
(e.g., Townsend, 1976;Townsend& Ashby, 1983).This means
that it is impossible in some cases to gain definitive support
both for the parallelmodel and againstthe serial, because the
Johnson, 1977, 1986;Krueger& Shapiro, 1980a,b). Johnson& Blum
(1988)have madeprogresstowardsettlingsome issues in this domain.
However, it still appearsfar from settledjust how the latterrelatesto
the type of study discussed here, where strongredundancygains are
typicallyfound.
VOL. 1, NO. 1, JANUARY 1990
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parallelmodelsarecontainedwithinthe serialclass. It is critical
to understandthatthis does not meanthata parallelmachineof
this type, made out of wires, gears or neurons, works in real
time like a serialmachine- only thatthe mathematicaldescription of the parallelclass of machinesis containedwithin the
mathematicaldescriptionof the serial class for a particular
paradigm.
Interestingly,in movingto the domainof accuracyexperiments, the tables are turnedin that the parallelclass of models
is often more generalthan the serial. This is because the processing state space (more technically, the probabilitysample
space) for informationaccrualover time is more complex for
the parallelmodels in general. In essence, parallelmodels as
well as certainhybridtime sharingmodels (see Townsend &
Ashby, 1983,pp. 61-65and470-471)can predictthatif processing is stoppedat an arbitrarypointin time, any numberof items
may be in a state of partialprocessing. For instance, if the
cognitive system is processingfeatures in parallelon several
items, then cessation of processingcan leave each item with
some featurescompleted.In contrast,it is a hallmarkof serial
processingas the conventionhas been maintainedover the past
twenty years or so, that one item is completedat a time, with
the succeedingitem not being starteduntil the last is finished
(e.g., Townsend,1974a).Therefore,if processingis sharplyterminated,at most one item should be in a state of partialprocessing.Thiswill not ordinarilyshow up in the overallaccuracy
resultsof a typical experiment.(But see the next section for a
relatedtechniquewhere it can.)
In order to exploit this distinction, Townsend and Evans
(1983)developed a techniquebased on a second response on
each itemto be processed.It was demonstratedthatthe pattern
of accuracyon the second responsesdifferedfor serialvs. parallel models. Null hypothesesfor serial processingwithinseveral levels of constraintson respondingin the serial models
were introducedand the results appliedto a pilot experiment.
Withinthe study, the data passed the tests for the most lenient
serialhypothesisbut ran into troublewith the more restrictive
criteria.Currently,we are developingalternativeparallelmodels for testing against the serial class and for examinationof
statisticalpowerof the serialnullhypothesistests (VanZandt&
Townsend, in preparation).A potential vulnerabilityof this
strategyis thatin some applications,the secondresponsemight
be based more on the first response than on the cognitive or
perceptualprocessingassociated with the first response. For
this reason,it is helpfulto pairthis methodwith others such as
the one following.

VI. A Similarityand ConfusionTechnique

A naturalstrategy within the context of accuracy experiments is to examine the pattern of confusions across items.
Because parallelprocesses typically leave items in a partially
processedstate when processingdurationis terminatedby end
of exposure,a responsesignalor the like, as discussedabove in
Method V, it is expected that the frequency of confusions
amongsimilaritems shouldbe greaterthanin the case of serial
processing.That is, when processingis serial, there shouldbe
at most one item thatcan be confusedwith a similaralternative
on each trial. Thus, there shouldnever be more than one item
confusedwith those most similarto itself except by chance.
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There are several ways of exploitingthe foregoingprediction. One is to removea singleconfusionfromeach trialreport
and then use an appropriatemodel to estimate similarityand
bias parameters(e.g., the similaritychoice model, see Luce,
1963;Shepard,1958;Townsend, 1971b;Townsend& Landon,
1982). If the similarityestimates are substantiallylarger for
pairsof items that are "obviously" more similar,or deemedto
be so in regularrecognitionexperimentswith similarstimuli,
then supportis garneredfor parallelprocessing.
As in paradigm(MethodV) just above, this methodcannot
discriminateparallel processes from hybrid processes which
permitpartialprocessingon the separateitems at any point in
time. Randomtime sharing models are of this variety (e.g.,
Townsend& Ashby, 1983,pp. 61-65)as are certainquasi-serial
modelswhich posit a sequentialsweep across the items, where
only partialinformationmay be acquiredfrom each item in the
sweep (e.g., Eriksen& Murphy, 1987;Schulman,Remington,
& McLean, 1979;Yantis, 1988).
This techniqueis being preparedfor use along with the second responseMethodIII (Van Zandt& Townsend,in preparation). The only data of which we are aware that immediately
relateto this strategycome from a whole-reportstudy by Wolford and Hollingsworth(1974).Althoughtheir interestwas not
in the parallel-serialissue per se, their confusionanalyses may
be supportiveof parallelprocessingsince they discoveredsubstantialevidence for visual confusions. However, they did not
correctfor the possibilitythat one confusioncould occur from
serialprocessingon each trial.
DISCUSSION
It seems appropriateto give an example of how an investigator might go about applying the above strategies. Certain
strategiesare more naturalin some contexts than others. What
about the popularsituationswhere the stimuliare made up of
severalitems andon targettrialsone of the items is a targetand
on the remainderof the trials, no item is a target (Atkinson,
Holmgren& Juola, 1969;Steinberg, 1966;Townsend& Roos,
1973; Treisman & Gormican, 1988)? The subject responds
44
yes" in the formercase and "no" in the latter. Accuracy is
typically high and the major dependent variable is reaction
time. The majorindependentvariableis set size, thatis, number
of items in the stimulusdisplay. As noted earlier, if reaction
time increasesvery much (this itself is usually a subjectiveaspect of the experiments)then processing is said to be serial,
especially if the reaction times appear more or less linearly
relatedto set size (again,tests of linearityarerarelyperformed).
If reactiontime curves are more or less flat, then processingis
said to be parallel.
How can we be sure that processing is not simply limited
capacityparallelin the formercase? As Treismanand Gormican (1988)observe, convergingevidence is requiredto support
that claim. One immediate and natural supplementarytechniquemightbe the redundanttargetsparadigm(ReactionTime
MethodIII), as employedby Egeth and his colleaguesand others (see, e.g., Egeth, Folk & Mullin, 1988). If reaction time
decreases when the number of items to be processed increases- in the target trial case, the numberof targets- then
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noted earlier,the theoreticalfindingsimply that sums of average reactiontimes fromcertainconditionsmustbe equalif processing is serial, but not if processingis parallel.Further,they
guaranteethat perfect or near perfect fits to data could not be
simultaneouslyattainedby both types of models.
On more complex items, those made up of several dimensions or features, the accuracy or reactiontime methodspresented above may be equally attractive. Of course in most
cases, which is most appropriatewill be dictatedby the topic
under study. Nevertheless, it is an interestingquestion as to
whetherthe outcomes of accuracyand reactiontime methods,
even withinthe same type of stimuliand responseinstructions,
will yield the same conclusions. Sometimes a general theory
can predictwhat shouldbe the case, and then appropriatespecific tests can be applied.

parallelprocessingis supported.The most parsimoniousconclusionis that in the regularsingle-targetparadigm,processing
is still parallelbut in thatcase, limitedcapacity.Withextremely
simple stimulusitems, for example, as employedin certainof
the conditionsof Treismanand Gormican(1988),the other reaction time methods seem most apt to provideadditionalevidence. Both the confusionparadigm(MethodVI) and the second responseparadigm(MethodV) postulatethat the items to
be processedare composedof constituentinformationthatmay
be partiallyprocessed (e.g., features, dimensions),which may
not be the case for search for a long line amonga numberof
other short lines (as in Treisman& Gormican,1988).The factorialstrategymay provideone mode of attack. Most theoretical results have been derived for forced exhaustiveserial or
parallelprocessing,that is, wherethe subjectsmustprocess all
items in order to make a correct response (Sternberg,1969;
Townsend & Ashby, 1983;Townsend & Schweickert, 1985).
However, as noted earlierTownsend and Nozawa (1988) recently developed comparabletheoremsfor minimumprocessingtimes. Littlehas been accomplishedfor self-terminating
processing with single targets,but this shouldnot prove difficult.
If one requiresevidenceaboutthe serialvs. parallelquestion
when the set size is large, then a reasonableapplicationof the
factorialmethodwould be to arbitrarilyor randomlydividethe
items into two groups.These two groupswouldreceive manipulationof some factors, such as brightnessand spatialseparation, that affect processingspeed. This parallel-serialtest can
be applied for any given set size, thus avoiding the artifact
associatedwith set size.
A variationof this paradigmthatis of some interestwouldbe
to place the two groupsof items in separatespatialor temporal
locations. In principle,all items could be factoriallymanipulated, but that would only be feasible with a relatively small
numberof stimulusitems. Subadditivitywith regardto the factorial manipulationon "no" trials would support parallelity
(e.g., Townsend, 1984;Townsend& Ashby, 1983,pp. 373-375;
Townsend& Schweickert,1985)in this context. Superadditivity would supportan architecturethat is neitherserialnor parallel (Schweickert& Townsend, 1989;Townsend& Schweickert, 1985). Additivitywould support seriality.8As far as the
authoris aware,factorialmethodshave not so far been applied
in the ways discussed in this and the previousparagraph.
Another appropriatestrategy might be PST, the parallelserial tester (Method II). In an applicationto the multi-item
searchexperiments,therewouldagainbe a divisionof the stimulus set into two groupsof items. For instance,the investigator
mightdividea visualarrayinto a left vs. a rightsegment.In PST
either the rightor the left side or both could contain a target.
Three differentconditions impose differentresponse requirements on the subject, but with the same type of stimuli. As

One often hearsthe questionasked as to whetherthe parallel-serialquestion has been, or can be, "solved." Clearlythe
issue cannot be resolved by any mathematicalwork alone.
However, mathematicswith the properempiricalinterpretation
has the potentialto at least demonstratewhat cannotwork, and
with a little luck and perseverance,to offer experimentaldesigns that may be able to answerthe theoreticalquestionbeing
posed.
Occasionally,psychologicalintuitionalone can lead to a paradigmthattests most modelsof two opposingprinciplesagainst
one another. Even in such cases, it is reassuringto see the
reasoningbackedup by mathematicaldemonstration.This can
show: (a) Thatthe experimentreallycan test the two principles,
ratherthan being confoundedwith anotherthirdissue, such as
the capacityquestionin the parallel-serialcontroversy,and (b)
That large classes of models based on the two principlesare
tested as opposed to ratherspecial cases. For instance, it was
comfortingto findthatPST (MethodII) could settle the parallelserialquestionin a way that did not dependon particularprobabilityformulationsof the models (Townsend& Ashby, 1983,
Chapter13). A rigorousmathematicalformulationmay also aid
in statisticaltesting and other facets of the overall procedure.
Of course, whether in a verbally based or a mathematically
derivedmethod,the paradigmmust be implementedin the crucible of experimentation.9
Even if a paradigmis capableof providingan answerto the
serial-parallelquestion, and tests are carriedout with due attentionto initialand boundaryconditions, statisticalrules and
so on, we still cannotguaranteethe answerto be anythingbut
local. In psychologyit is rarethat changingthe circumstances
just a little bit does not alter the results, and sometimes the

8. (a) Strictly speaking,with a sizeable class of processes called
EmbellishedWheatstoneBridges,the two processesunderstudymust
at least lie in two separatesubgraphsof processeswhicharethemselves
connectedby a single"path."A specialcase of this is serialprocessing
per se wherethe two processeslie in a singleserialchainof processes,
(b) Differentialparallelvs. serialpredictionscan also be madefor target
present trials even if processing is self-terminating(Townsend &
Nozawa, 1988).

9. Unfortunately,there seems to exist a wall between the more
qualitativeand the more quantitativetheoriststhat has not been completelypermeable.The morequalitativetheoristsoften state (privately)
that they attemptto read the pertinentmathematicalapproachesbut
findmuchof it too abstruse.Similarly,quantitativetheoristsfrequently
claimto attemptto writein such a way as to communicateto the other
group.It appearsthateven moreeffortshouldbe madeon both sides to
penetratethis barrier.
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psychological processes underlying them. Yet, there is reason
to believe that many local settings should provide answers to
questions about processing if they are put in the right fashion.
Of course, in certain settings the background theory predicts
that two different environments, types of stimuli, or instructions, processing will be parallel in one, serial in the other. For
instance, processing complexity seems to be one determining
factor of whether operations can be parallel (and sometimes of
unlimited capacity) rather than serial. Some of the Snodgrass
and Townsend (1980) results with PST, mentioned in the context of Method V, seem to be of this sort, and complexity plays
an explicit role of this nature in the Treisman line of research
(e.g., Treisman & Gormican, 1988).
But what if significant generality of mechanism is, as most
would hope, a real possibility in psychology? Is then the optimal approach for making progress in psychology, the critical
testing of important issues like parallel vs. serial processing?
(See also, Massaro, 1987; Meyer, Yantis, Osman & Smith,
1984; Miller, 1982; for other recent examples of testing opposed
binary concepts.) Or is it better to formulate a model that is
based on specific choices on such issues, for example parallel,
exhaustive, independent processing, but perhaps with sufficient
complexity and parameters that it can be probed in a broader
set of experiments? In the opinion of the author, these two
strategies should be complementary. Indeed, in a complex
young field like psychology, it would seem foolish to concentrate only on one to the neglect of the other. Each strategy has
advantages in regions where the other has weaknesses.
In any event, the availability of experimental methods that
can test serial against parallel processing may offer some hope
for resolving other tough issues as well.
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